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From: bilyanatodorova@abv.bg

To: heny@unika.ac.id

CC:

Subject: Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum - Manuscript ID EZS-2023-0075

Body: 08-Aug-2023

Dear Dr. Hartono:

Your manuscript entitled "ONLINE ASSESSMENT: TEACHERS’ PERSPECTIVES AND BELIEFS" has
been successfully submitted online and is presently being given full consideration for publication
in the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum.

Your manuscript ID is EZS-2023-0075.

Please mention the above manuscript ID in all future correspondence or when calling the office
for questions. If there are any changes in your street address or e-mail address, please log in to
ScholarOne Manuscripts at https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ezs and edit your user
information as appropriate.

You can also view the status of your manuscript at any time by checking your Author Center
after logging in to https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ezs.

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum.

Sincerely,
Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum Editorial Office

Date Sent: 08-Aug-2023
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From: Ezikovsvyat_bul@abv.bg

To: heny@unika.ac.id

CC:

Subject: Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum - Decision on Manuscript ID EZS-2023-0075

Body: 22-Nov-2023

Dear Dr. Hartono:

Manuscript ID EZS-2023-0075 entitled "ONLINE ASSESSMENT: TEACHERS’ PERSPECTIVES AND
BELIEFS" which you submitted to the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum, has been reviewed. The
comments of the reviewer(s) are included at the bottom of this letter.

The reviewer(s) have recommended publication, but also suggest some revisions to your
manuscript. Therefore, I invite you to respond to the reviewer(s)' comments and revise your
manuscript.

To revise your manuscript, log into https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ezs and enter your
Author Center, where you will find your manuscript title listed under "Manuscripts with
Decisions." Under "Actions," click on "Create a Revision." Your manuscript number has been
appended to denote a revision.

You may also click the below link to start the revision process (or continue the process if you
have already started your revision) for your manuscript. If you use the below link you will not be
required to login to ScholarOne Manuscripts.

*** PLEASE NOTE: This is a two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be directed to a
webpage to confirm. ***

https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ezs?URL_MASK=aa32387831b34deb8b04d89fdc7face1

You will be unable to make your revisions on the originally submitted version of the manuscript.
Instead, revise your manuscript using a word processing program and save it on your computer.
Please also highlight the changes to your manuscript within the document by using the track
changes mode in MS Word or by using bold or colored text.

Once the revised manuscript is prepared, you can upload it and submit it through your Author
Center.

When submitting your revised manuscript, you will be able to respond to the comments made
by the reviewer(s) in the space provided. You can use this space to document any changes you
make to the original manuscript. In order to expedite the processing of the revised manuscript,
please be as specific as possible in your response to the reviewer(s).

IMPORTANT: Your original files are available to you when you upload your revised manuscript.
Please delete any redundant files before completing the submission.

Because we are trying to facilitate timely publication of manuscripts submitted to the Ezikov
Svyat/Orbis linguarum, your revised manuscript should be submitted by 21-Jan-2024. If it is not
possible for you to submit your revision by this date, we may have to consider your paper as a
new submission.

Once again, thank you for submitting your manuscript to the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum and I
look forward to receiving your revision.

Sincerely,
Prof. Magdalena Panayotova
Editor-in-Chief, Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum

Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author:

Reviewer: 1
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Comments to the Author
Please review the methodology section
Specify the mixed methodology which is not mentioned
Quantitative and qualitative methods were used there, where it should be shown how they make
up the mixed methodology.
I recommend that the paper be published after these improvements

Success!

Reviewer: 2

Comments to the Author
This manuscript presents the results of a survey about teachers’ perspectives and beliefs
relating to online learning in the Indonesian context. This study is interesting and well-
structured; however, a number of points should be addressed before it can be recommended for
publication in this journal.

Firstly, the title seems to promise a general study, but the manuscript clearly focuses on a small
target group from a specific geographical region (Central Java, Indonesia). It is suggested that
the title is amended to reflect this focus more accurately.

Secondly, related to this focus, more information should be provided about the general
Indonesian context. It is to be remembered that the reader may be unfamiliar with this both at
the macro level (e.g. about the country, its education system, and the role of English in
elementary schools and elsewhere; relevant government measures during the COVID-19
pandemic etc.) as well as the micro level (if possible, provide additional information about the
gender, length of service, qualifications etc. of the teachers surveyed, as well as the language of
the interviews etc.).

Thirdly, the methodology section mentions terms (e.g. convenience sampling, triangulation,
narrative analysis) without any definition or explanation. This should be strengthened by
referencing the relevant chapters from social science methodology books. Data ethics and data
collection (e.g., recording, transcription, and (if relevant) translation) should also be discussed
here.

The level of English is good but further attention is needed (there are quite a few typos and
several noun/verb agreements require checking). The formatting also needs to be looked at,
especially in the bibliography.

A general observation is that the manuscript would benefit from more references. Given the
topic, the bibliography should be much larger (at least 30-40 items), and include many more up
to date sources (i.e. written within the last five years or so). There are many comparative
studies focusing on the ways teachers in different countries have dealt with the shift to online
learning (e.g., see articles in journals like Education and Information Technologies). In addition,
given that one of the current references is in Indonesian, a further way of increasing the
manuscript’s relevance and importance would be to include and discuss other Indonesian-
language sources (and which an international readership may otherwise find difficult to access).

This is an interesting and promising manuscript. Subject to the incorporation of the above
suggestions, it could be recommended for publication in this journal.

Date Sent: 22-Nov-2023
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From: bilyanatodorova@abv.bg

To: heny@unika.ac.id

CC:

Subject: Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum - Manuscript ID EZS-2023-0075.R1

Body: 27-Nov-2023

Dear Dr. Hartono:

Your manuscript entitled "ONLINE ASSESSMENT: A STUDY OF ELT TEACHERS’ PERSPECTIVES
AND BELIEFS IN CENTRAL JAVA" has been successfully submitted online and is presently being
given full consideration for publication in the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum.

Your manuscript ID is EZS-2023-0075.R1.

Please mention the above manuscript ID in all future correspondence or when calling the office
for questions. If there are any changes in your street address or e-mail address, please log in to
ScholarOne Manuscripts at https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ezs and edit your user
information as appropriate.

You can also view the status of your manuscript at any time by checking your Author Center
after logging in to https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ezs.

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum.

Sincerely,
Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum Editorial Office

Date Sent: 27-Nov-2023
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From: panayotova@swu.bg

To: heny@unika.ac.id

CC:

Subject: Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum - Decision on Manuscript ID EZS-2023-0075.R1

Body: 26-Dec-2023

Dear Dr. Hartono:

It is a pleasure to accept your manuscript entitled "ONLINE ASSESSMENT: A STUDY OF ELT
TEACHERS’ PERSPECTIVES AND BELIEFS IN CENTRAL JAVA" in its current form for publication in
the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum. The comments of the reviewer(s) who reviewed your
manuscript are included at the foot of this letter.

Thank you for your fine contribution. On behalf of the Editors of the Ezikov Svyat/Orbis
linguarum, we look forward to your continued contributions to the Journal.

Sincerely,
Prof. Magdalena Panayotova
Editor-in-Chief, Ezikov Svyat/Orbis linguarum
panayotova@swu.bg

Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author:

Reviewer: 1

Comments to the Author
(There are no comments.)

Date Sent: 26-Dec-2023
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